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Abstract 

The trend in data usage is toward increased sharing and 
distribution, and increasingly direct involvement of end users. Data 
is becoming recognised as a resource of the business enterprise. The 
consequent demand on data structures is to be semantically richer, 
and to reflect more of the enterprise's information structure and 
less of computer technology. An emerging class of data models 
addresses these needs. 

Prologue 

My appearance as the first speaker here should not be construed 
as establishing a keynote theme. Even before we've surveyed data base 
technology as it is, I'm going to talk about what it ought to become. 
My work is not mainstream; it is critical of the mainstream, and 
should perhaps come after the mainstream as a critique and a caveat. 
Nevertheless, this sequence may work well after all, if it prompts 
you to listen to all that follows a bit more critically. 

I am probably one of those "data base thinkers" of which 
Tsichritzis says an infinitesimal number are needed. To oversimplify, 
my view is that the current technology of data base is not the best 
approach, and we ought therefore to be careful of how and why we 
teach it. Of course, the truth of that depends on what we mean by 
"best". To make an analogy, it's somewhat like saying that factory 
mass production is not the best way to make things. Hand 
craftsmanship is generally superior in terms of the quality of the 
product. But to be realistic, "best" usually has to mean economical 
and profitable, and being of the most use to the most people. Innate 
quality of the product is often legitimately compromised for business 
reasons. Not enough people want to pay much extra for quality. 

But hand craftsmanship always shows us the ideal, a target to be 
attained. As more and more people need or want the qualities of hand 
crafted products, mass producers look to the hand crafters for the 
standards of quality and for ideas about techniques. The hoped for 
result is a marriage of the two, with the mass producers adapting 
some of the objectives and methods of the hand crafters to achieve 
better results for all concerned. 

I tend to be involved in searching for ideal ways to represent 
information in data base systems, stressing the criteria of 
naturalness and completeness of representation, suitability to the 
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v i ews and needs of all users, independence f r om t he idiosyncrasies of 
t echnology, and long term stabil i ty. I s ubordinate other concerns , 
such as pe rformance, size, integr ity, recovery, etc. which are 
addressed more or less by current t echnology. 

Most workers, I think, focus on t he technol ogy, just ba r e ly 
looki ng at real ity out of t he corner of the eye. Their mode is to 
nudge techno l ogy from where it is i n increments which are useful and 
profi table. 

But they lack a l arger s ense of purpose. The purpose of this 
technol ogy is to represent i nforma tion -- real information about real 
thi ngs in the real world - - fo r use by people. It wouldn't hurt 
occasi onally to l ook square l y at t hat i nformation, at that reality, 
and a t t empt to understand t he na ture of that beast - - and only then 
consider what kind of technology would be useful to deal with it. 

What Data Modell i ng I s 

Data model (or i n for ma t ion mode l): s ystem of conc epts and 
constr ucts for describing da t a or inf ormation . A vocabulary . Could 
be , but not limited to, a data str ucture . For example: 

Records and fie l ds. 

Columns and r ows of t ables. 

Entities, relationships, attributes . 

Sets, as i n CODASYL . 

Set s, as in set theory. 

Business forms and l ine items. 

Processes and events . 

Predicates, axi oms, i nference rules. 

Sentences, grammar. 

Functi ons and variables. 

Whe r e it occurs 

Data descript i on occurs, in var i ous forms, at various stages of 
the pl anning, design, and us e of a data base. 
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In the planni ng stages of a data base, there may be very gross 
descripti ons of the data to be maintained , for example, "10, 000 
employee records", "one megabyte of tax records", etc . 

In the DB process, more detail is de fined in terms of all the 
individual items of data required. 

Description of physical data, as required by data management 
software. For example, catal ogues, 1M3 DBD' s. 

Description of data as used by programs: data declarations . 

Description of available data for new applications, for exampl e 
data dictionaries. 

Description of the enterprise's information which i s represented 
by the data . in the database. Concept ua l schema, ANSI /S PARC 
framework. 

Wh at a data administrato r mentally keeps constant while he 
r ecognises the physical data. 

A dat a model is implicit l y present wherever language is defined for 
the access and manipulation of data, for example dat a management 
functi ons, query languages, end user interfaces. 

Changing Needs 

Past: data file was used by a few trained programmers. 
Future: data base used by many people, some with no programmer 
training. 

Many people using the same data base: 

Integrated data base. 

Distributed systems. 

End user interfaces. 

Many people have t o understand the data base: 

Application planners and programmers. 

Non-programmer end users. Query sys tems, "user friendl y" 
interfaces, automated offices. 

Management: awareness and use of information as a corporate 
resource. 
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Increasing requirements on systems themselves to exhibit some 
"understanding" of the data. 

Integrity: enforcing va lidity and plausibility criteria. Not 
just passive data repository. 

Translation capability in var ious conversion situations. For 
very disparate fonns, need to comprehend "deep structure". 

Multiple application views, differing from stored view . 

Migration to new DBMS. 

Data export for use elsewhere. 

Heterogeneous distributed systems. 

End user facilities: man-machine interface shifts toward human 
dialog. For example, in query systems, office automation. 

Constructs and syntax like natural language. 

Inference. 

General understanding of what's relevant and plausible. 

Real-world common sense. Knowledge base. 

Error forgiveness. 

Consequence Requirements 

First, a better understanding of the various contexts (a 
framework), and the different requirements for each. For some 
contexts: 

Explicit documentation of conventions and assumptions . No 
private formats, unexplained usages of techniques, unwritten 
assumptons. 

Constructs derived from natural information, not computer 
technology. 

Resiliency: usable in multiple ways, minimally impacted by 
changing usages and requirements. 

Supplementary infonnation, beyond simply the form and content of 
the data itself. Constraints, implications, general knowledge. 
Relationships implied by the data. 
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Current Indications 

Considerable interest in the literature. 

ANSI/SPARC framework, conceptual schema. 

ISO working group on conceptual 1 schema. 

Work in progress : Schank, Sowa, Ladder (Hendrix), Rendezvous (Codd 
78), Bari (Del l'orco). 

University of Stuttgart, University of Malan, University of Brussels, 
IRIA (France), Siemens , CCA . 

Semantic enhancements of relational models (RM/T (Codd 79), entity 
join (Kent 79c), others). 

NDB (Sharman), functional models (Shipman), some dictionary 
interfaces. 

Status 

Many issues outstanding, concerning requirements, models, 
frameworks (aIle, Nijssen), and even the nature of reality. 

ANSI, I SO. 

Emerging models . 

Relational 

Binary 

Entity, Attribute , Relationship 

Sentence 

Predicat e Calculus 

Aggregations 

Case models 

Functional 

(Each in many variants.) 
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Discussion 

Pro f essor Tsichritzis reported that hi s group had at tempt ed t o 
devel op a general natural l anguage interf ace using a semantic network 
to a r elat i onal system, but the vas t amount of nat ur a l language 
available and its complexi t y made it imposs i ble to accommo dat e the 
system even on an I BM 370 /168. Only i n specific ar eas, such as lunar 
rocks, did t his approach a ppear to be feasibl e. Mr . Ke nt a g ree d tha t 
i t would be many genera tions of comput ers be f ore we came cl ose t o 
achi eving anything like t he s o phi s tication of the human brain in 
s emant ics . Dr . King i n add it i on obs er ved t hat after t he y have been 
set - up, s emantic data bases are difficult to change . 
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